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Abstract
The article looks at legal drafting and editing as the focus of academic studies. The interest to this topic is determined by practical 
needs in a globalizing world where English is the language of business communication. Other reasons stem from the public 
demand for more understandable and clear legal instruments, legislative and policy initiatives and innovations in software and
printing technologies.
The article outlines the key aspects of legal drafting and editing/revising based on the works of Russian and Western scholars. It
examines linguistic and non-linguistic properties of the legal instruments (on the material of corporate documents) contributing to 
their clarity and readability and, as a practical part of the research, analyses the most common errors in translating the articles of 
association from Russian into English.
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1. Introduction
The past two decades have witnessed a growing academic interest in the format and style of legal texts. This 
interest stems from political and economic integration, changing legislations and policies that are to regulate all 
kinds of relationships in a multi-national environment where English plays a crucial role. This practical need 
determines the efforts of academic society to work out the general rules contributing to clarity and readability of 
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technical texts where an error (be it of legal or language character) can evoke the most negative consequences, 
whereas the clearly delivered message can result in considerable benefits.
Numerous works of practical lawyers, linguists and specialists in both fields focus on legal documents in terms of 
their layout, language, style, smoothness, readability and typographical cues that are slowly being processed and 
incorporated into legislation and legal practice. Equally as critical are the issues of precise translation and working 
out common legal culture in the cross-legal and cross-cultural environment. These comprehensive studies
considerably contribute to improving the quality of technical texts and to assisting multi-national readership in 
finding their way around.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the key components of successful drafting and editing/revising of 
corporate documents.
The analysis of errors in the articles of association is of practical implication as they highlight the common 
drawbacks in translating the texts of this genre from Russian into English.
2. Drafting corporate documents
Creation of legal documents is an integral part to the practice of law in any form, individual or corporate. 
Irrespective of the type of the document, drafting skills are most essential and time-consuming for every practicing 
lawyer as they lay the foundation of successful performance. Legal drafting creates binding, legal text and “is the 
most intellectually demanding of all lawyering skills” (Haggard, 1996). The final product must address any 
problems, omissions and ambiguities and be cast in language that is clear, consistent, legally effective, technically 
sound, administrable, and enforceable” (Strokoff & Filson, 2007).
Activities of a legal entity are regulated not only with legal norms established by the applicable law but also with 
the norms that may be developed and adopted by the entity itself. Such norms are embodied in corporate documents 
(e.g., articles of association, memorandum, resolutions of management bodies of a legal entity, corporate
agreements, in-house regulations concerning financial, business, commercial and maintenance activities, rights and 
duties of its members and/or employees, rules of dealing with clients, etc.). They are designed in a certain 
documentary form depending upon the decision made (Board of Directors’ Resolution, General Meeting Resolution, 
various in-house orders and regulations). Corporate norms, worked out in such instruments, must not contradict the 
national applicable laws and corporate acts.
It is also important that such documents be recorded clearly and precisely. Due to their importance for the result, 
corporate documents are to demonstrate the following attributes:
x they contain legally significant information;
x they are drafted in the course of legal activities;
x their drafting is based on the law, as well as manifestation of individual’s or corporate’s will;
x they are issued (drafted) within the scope of authority or legal capacity;
x they create legal consequences, i.e., possess obligatory or binding nature;
x they must be drafted following the legal drafting regulations (structure, details, language);
x they may be presented both in a paper or electronic form;
x they are provided to regulate public relations, contributing to their stability and sustainable character.
2.1. Requirements to corporate documents drafting
To secure stable and sustained regulation of public relations the legal instruments must meet the strict 
requirements in the process of their drafting. They are well described in domestic and foreign literature and involve:
(1) credibility, which means that any corporate document must be factually accurate and reflect the actual state of 
things;
(2) timeliness and promptness of drafting, which means that any corporate document must be drafted and approved 
by a competent body of a legal entity within strictly determined terms and relative laws;
(3) accessibility and clarity, which means that any corporate document must specify the spheres of activities or 
relationships of a legal entity, the scope of competence and/or authority of certain members, the framework for 
successful business, the dispute resolution mechanism, etc.;
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(4) completeness, which means that any corporate document must contain certain significant data; if it does not it
may be deemed invalid and its legal force can be disputed;
(5) accuracy as inaccurate information set forth in a corporate document causes incorrect understanding and 
ambiguity;
(6) literacy, which is an obvious requirement for any document;
(7) authority and authenticity, which means that any corporate document must be drafted, adopted/approved only by 
a competent person specified in such document;
(8) feasibility, suggesting the need in such document in terms of its aims and goals;
(9) validity/legality, which means that any corporate document must comply with the laws and requisite legal 
formalities. The scope of issues associated with validity may include such things as electronic signatures, separating 
execution and delivery of the document, signed but not dated instruments, the status of a witness, after-the-fact 
problems with attestation the signature, invalid execution and the like.
2.2. Regulations on legal documents drafting
Rules observed by lawyers in the course of drafting legal instruments contribute to structuring and improving the 
language of legal documents to make them clearer, more precise, accurate, effective and literate. Those rules 
comprise a separate branch of knowledge called drafting technique (Russian: ɸɪɢɞɢɱɟɫɤɚɹ ɬɟɯɧɢɤɚ). Russian 
school of lawyers/linguists made a significant contribution to developing the theory (Muromtsev, 2000; 
Cherdantsev, 1999; Kashanina, 2011; Vlasenko, 1997); those rules are taught in most law schools as a self-
contained discipline. Generally speaking, drafting technique can be defined as a complex of legal tools applied in 
strict sequence, from determining the conceptual framework of the document, to shaping its structure, stipulating 
presumptions, applying fictions, etc. It contributes to the most expedient transformation of information into a 
document of a legal nature as well as allows efficient performance of legal activities (Muromtsev, 2000).
Basically, the rules are classified into: structural rules (ex., order your document logically, state the rule not the 
exception); rules regarding details (ex., each document shall bear the title, date and place of its execution); language 
rules (ex., substitute legalese whenever possible, use the active voice, and avoid redundancies). They allow 
determining aim, clarity and simplicity of the document, maintaining strict sequence of setting forth information, 
coherence and internal integrity.
Language rules of drafting are mostly the focus of English-speaking linguists whose efforts can hardly be 
overestimated. A vast number of issues, be it semantic, grammatical, lexical, phraseological, stylistic, or syntactic 
level of legal English, have been examined and practical tips to reach so-called ‘good legal language’ have been 
worked out.
In summary, indifferent drafting may result in unintended and often adverse consequences, and though the effects 
are generally more subtle than mistaken interpretations of law, they can lead to the assistance of the court to 
determine construction of the document. The use of language in legal documents is stipulated by official style and is 
generally characterized by employment of templates, limited scope of linguistic means, absence of imagery and 
emotiveness, impersonal way of communication, complex syntaxes, redundancy, archaic diction and old-fashioned 
phraseology. Collocations, phraseological units/idioms, clichés, and archaisms are important language means but 
they should be carefully selected to bring legal texts closer to readership (but not at the expense of clarity and
unambiguity). Plain language rules, supported by most governments and organizations, where English is the official 
or working language, greatly contribute to easy comprehension of legal instruments.  At the same time, easy 
comprehension should not be put as the top priority where it may jeopardize a document’s quality and/or interfere 
with its semantic integrity by disrupting conventions established within the legal culture.
3. Editing and revising legal documents
Editing is one of the key elements of quality creation of documents. The necessity of editorial treatment is 
conditioned by the specific nature of the text generation mechanism. This mechanism suggests that the information, 
which is presented in the surrogated form in the author’s mind, be fully verbalized. In an effort to get it across to the 
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others, the author generates the text, puts it together in respect of structure and meaning. However, it is quite 
difficult for the author to estimate how coherently, exactly and clearly he conveys his thoughts as well as to 
anticipate the readers’ problems in its perception. Related is also the issue of conformed linguistic rules for writing 
in a particular genre. Thus, legal drafts need correcting and improving, editing and revising to ensure easy mental 
processing and correct understanding by their future readership.
This part of the research draws on the studies by British/American and Russian scholars, broadly adapted for 
educational purposes (Mossop, 2006; Rylance, 2012; Rahmanin, 2012; Kushneruk, 2011). Editing can be defined as
a complex process aimed at bringing the content and form of any documents written or drafted by anyone in 
accordance with conventional or specially defined requirements and standards. S.P. Kushneruk explains the 
complexity of editing by a number of factors:
x the necessity to commit a large number of operations that require the appropriate professional qualifications;
x heterogeneity of those operations;
x a variety of the text objects requiring an individual approach in the course of editing; and
x non-algorithm process, which requires rational approaches and individual solutions to fit into the rules, often
having intra-systemic contradictions.
In his comprehensive work Editing and Revising for Translators, Brian Mossop defines the reasons why a text 
needs editing/revising:
(1) there are many typographical and spelling errors;
(2) problems with numbered headings;
(3) the text is not written in the way appropriate to the genre;
(4) unidiomatic word combinations and phrases;
(5) you have to read a sentence twice to get the point;
(6) you often come across a word like it or they and you cannot tell what it refers to;
(7) if the text is a narrative, it is hard to follow the sequence of events; if it is an argument, it is hard to follow the 
steps;
(8) there are passages, which contradict each other.
Editing is characterized by a complex combination of technical and analytical versus synthetic operations that 
include a wide range of thinking procedures. Generally, the documents are edited to meet the formal and linguistic 
standards within the genre. Formal editing contributes to giving the right shape to the texts that is determined by a 
conventional structure and certain physical form of the document. Linguistic editing implies the focus on lexical-
phraseological text structure, its syntactic and compositional organization, and includes orthographic proofing.
Most scholars do not differentiate between editing and revising when speaking about amending a text. However, 
it seems essential to have different terms for correcting and adjusting the text (which is not translation) for future 
readers and similar work applied to draft translations. We refer to editing and revising as suggested by Brian 
Mossop, who made a great contribution to systemic description of the roles and procedures of professionals 
involved in technical publications.
3.1. Types of editing/revising
The analysis of types of editing corrections, identified by Mossop, helps define the directions of the amending 
work:
(1) Copyediting is the work of correcting a manuscript to bring it into conformance with pre-set rules – the generally 
recognized grammar and spelling rules of a language community, rules of ‘good usage’, and the publisher’s ‘house 
style’. The copyeditor must also ensure a degree of consistency in such matters as terminology and the positioning,
numbering and appearance of section headings and subheadings.
(2) Stylistic editing is the work of improving a draft; it involves tailoring vocabulary and sentence structure to the
readership, and creating a readable text by making sentences more concise, removing ambiguities, confusing 
verbosity, poor inter-sentence connections, and so on.
(3) Structural editing is the work of reorganizing the text to achieve a better order of presentation of the material, or 
to help the readers by signalling the relationships among the parts of the message.
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(4) Content editing is the work of suggesting additions to or subtractions from the coverage of the topic. The editor 
may (perhaps with the assistance of a researcher) personally have to write the additions if the author for some reason 
cannot or will not do so. Aside from such ‘macro-level’ work, content editing also includes the ‘micro-level’ tasks 
of correcting factual, mathematical and logical errors.
L.V. Rahmanin emphasizes the necessity to edit the text with a view to its logical component. Considering the 
fact that drawing up of any legal paper is based on logic, the editor’s work should be focused on editing any 
inconsistency of the statements, error in narrative succession, lack of transitions from one part to another, wrong 
choice of inter-phrase bond means, etc., traced in the text (Rahmanin, 2012).
This is especially relevant to legal documents, where, due to their specific nature, reliability and objectiveness of 
the content, completeness and at the same time conciseness of information, and conventional form of presentation 
are crucial.
3.2. Language corrections
Copyediting demands close attention to small details, which aims to spot and correct errors in spelling, 
typography, grammar, punctuation and use of language. Here are some of the most common mistakes that should be 
looked out for when proofreading:
(1) tense agreement: mixing past and present tenses throughout a piece of text;
(2) subject/verb agreement: using plural verb conjugations with single subjects;
(3) pronoun/case agreement: confusing the subject and object of the sentence;
(4) confusing similar words, such as imply and infer, or affect and effect;
(5) misuse of apostrophe, including with plural nouns or pronouns;
(6) incorrect conjugation of modal verbs, such as should of or would of instead of should have or would have;
(7) words with similar spelling or pronunciation but different meanings, which cannot always be detected by 
automatic spelling and grammar checks, such as they’re/their/there.
It is important to note that US and UK spelling is often different. In the focus of editors are also: confusing 
relative pronouns who and which, overuse of verbs with high semantic generality (do, have, make, get), abuse of 
verb+ing construction (For achieving the aims of its activity, the Company …), abuse of infinitive (the Judge will 
make you to pay a fine), use of non-existent plurals (datas), use of adjectives instead of adverbs. Another issue for 
discussion is punctuation in legal drafting and lack of strict rules.
3.3. Editing facts
Facts form the skeleton of any legal document content. Selection of the factual material to be included in the 
documents and its verification constitutes an essential part of work of both, the drafter and the editor. Factual 
information must meet the requirements of reliability, sufficiency and relevance. Regardless of the nature of the data 
(information about events, references to authoritative opinions or to another document, figures, etc.), it must be 
accurate, consistent and thoroughly verified. In addition, it must be sufficient for objective solution of any question. 
Extensive classification of factual errors, be they of conceptual, logical, language, numeral or other nature, is 
introduced by B.O. Korman. It includes the following:
(1) intentional or unintentional use of the facts in the positive or negative implication;
(2) employment of words without regard of their exact meanings, i.e., spontaneous, subjective and often wrong 
interpretation of the content;
(3) incomplete argumentation due to the fact that the author is guided by his/her subject-matter knowledge and 
disregards the reader’s abilities to restore the missed; he omits some provisions as a matter of course, as a result this 
leads to wrong beliefs;
(4) reference to a warped judgment as a true one (intentional or unintentional as the author can be mistaken);
(5) inclusion of negligible, unessential, specific facts, which do not represent the essence of the events;
(6) spoofing of argumentation with generalities, platitudes, subjective, and often emotional statements related to the 
key provisions indirectly or formally;
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(7) inaccurate statements, sloppy and unsmoothed wording;
(8) violation of the laws of logic;
(9) lack of the facts for sufficient argumentation, and justification of conclusions;
(10) focus on non-authoritative sources;
(11) handling facts fragmentarily, not in the aggregate; 
(12) violation of linguistic and stylistic norms, improper use of demonstrative words, words with vague meaning, 
terms of art, etc., impacting the sense of the text (Korman, 2009).
Factual errors also involve generalities, common data, words affecting or decisive for the meaning of the 
document, references of all types, quotes, definitions, figures, patronymics, names, titles, dates, terms, etc. (ibid).
Most damaging in terms of communication are the errors, connected with translation of legal documents written 
within different legal systems. Criminal law terms, introduced in the legal texts describing common law practices, 
are immediately acknowledged as mistranslation by the intended readers.
3.4. Correcting logical errors
When checking the document for logic, the observance of fundamental laws of logical thinking is brought to the 
foreground (Nakoryakova, 2011, Milchin, 2005). A.N. Bezzubov classifies the logical errors into two groups:
(1) logical errors as such, errors of thinking, errors of content;
(2) speech errors, errors of expression, so called secondary logical errors (Bezzubov, 1997).
Indeed, the first type of errors refer to violation of four laws of formal logic whereas the second type is related to 
incorrect language and violation of stylistic norms. Speech errors are divided into lexical and syntactic mistakes. 
They appear either because the speaker is not aware of the meaning of the word used or because of the careless 
application of the word. However, in both cases they create some logical inconsistency, often funny.
In drafting and editing legal documents, certain attention should be given to definitions, which set direction to the 
whole legal instrument. The main purpose of a definition is to achieve clarity, make the interpretation of the 
document easier and avoid excessive repetition. To this end, definition must specify most important distinguishing 
feature of the item (not negligible or incidental); it must not contain any “circle”, concepts, which need to be further 
defined or be negative. 
In summary, editing and revising of legal texts is a multi-phase procedure, demanding the efforts of highly
qualified specialists in different fields. Cross discipline knowledge in law and language, text arrangement rules and 
house style, focus on clarity, smoothness and readability are the milestones of success. Clear and accepted within the 
genre composition of a legal text is central in passing the right message to the field-specific readers. Logical error of 
content and/or expression can heavily reduce the value of the document, thus, mistakes violating formal logic and 
semantic body of the text must be inevitably addressed.
4. Revising the Articles of Association
The goal of this practical section of the work is to outline the problem areas in translating Articles of Association 
and suggest solutions contributing to precision and clarity of the document in the target language. The material 
under study are two Articles, one is translated from Russian into English and governed by the Civil Code of the 
Russian Federation and the other is drafted in English (Cyprus dialect) within common law traditions and is written 
in a classical legalese style.
4.1. Incongruities stemming from difference in legal and language systems
Translation practice unveils numerous non-correspondences in the English-Russian pair of languages, which is 
not a surprise as they belong to different language families (Germanic and Slavonic). Those dissimilarities can be 
traced on all the levels including word, grammar, style, syntax, as well as genre conventions within a culture.
Another crucial factor is that Russia and English-speaking countries are governed by different legal systems (civil 
law and common law, respectively). Thus, the content of legal texts entails legal norms and legal provisions, which 
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are difficult to follow, let alone, to create legal effects identical to those prescribed by the norms relevant in the 
target language.
The first glance at the documents prepared under Russian and common law norms allows asserting that the latter 
are much more wordy and full of repetitions and redundancies of all kinds. In fact, the common law lawyers are of 
the opinion that the meaning and legal effect of the document should be determined solely from the words of the text 
itself, but not from any external evidence (Haigh, 2009). This results in long and semantically complicated texts.    
Adversely, documents drafted under Russian legislature do not have to provide for every situation possible, as they 
are governed by the norms of the civil code, which sets forth the rules embracing all kinds of various conditions.
Further examination identified differences in listing Objects of the company. English language conventions 
prescribe to list things using verbs (ex., to carry on/out, to employ, to engage, etc.), whereas in the focus translation 
we encounter the nouns that can be assessed as the language error. Introduction of Russian syntax norms into 
English translation undermines the language rules, forcing the future reader stumble over clumsy and 
unconventional constructions.
4.2. Grammatical errors
Grammatical incorrectness comprises a great number of errors but is often of a disputable nature. It is linked to 
the general discussion of scholars what is good English and what is not and complicated by the proponents of plain 
language, who call to simplify legal language to the level easy to understand for lay people.
One of the most contentious issues are the modal verbs shall/will/may, extensively used by drafters and 
translators. Within the sphere of modality the meaning of shall/will is often confusing. Critically evaluating their use 
in legal instruments, we came to the conclusion that their meaning should be differentiated. For the purposes of 
clarity, it is essential to employ will in cases of outlining the general rules set up by the document and to employ 
shall when defining the rights and obligations of the persons. However, this is not recognized by most of the drafters 
and translators, who use shall throughout the text by habit.
Nominalization is another issue that has to be tackled. Indeed, it heavily contributes to length and complexity of 
the sentence; however, it can be regarded as the best solution to achieve greater precision in translation or to reach 
the desired formality.
Among minor grammatical errors revealed in the focus Articles, we can mention confusion of pronouns (personal 
and relative), wrong use of prepositions and articles, and incorrect word order.
4.3. Incorrect terminology 
The complexity of translating legal terminology is stipulated by a number of reasons, including: difficulties 
derived from language nature, difficulties related to specific character of the legal terminology, and difficulties 
arising from the incongruity of different legal systems. When translating it is useful to remember that the place of a 
legal term in the terminological line of one language should correspond to the place of the term in another language. 
The correct choice of the target word and phrase primarily depends on its semantic and/or stylistic adequacy to the 
source text.
The errors addressed involve the terms ɡɚɜɢɫɢɦɨɟ ɨɛɳɟɫɬɜɨ and ɞɨɱɟɪɧɟɟ ɨɛɳɟɫɬɜɨ, which are rendered into 
English as a dependent branch and an affiliated branch, accordingly. In fact, there might be semantic confusion of 
terms affiliate, subsidiary and branch and their word combinations. Analysis of their meaning in the English version 
of the Russian Civil Code (Maggs & Zhiltsov, 2003) and Russian Company Law helps identify ambiguity in 
translation and introduce necessary corrections:
Sentence translated from Russian Revised sentence 
The Company has the right to have affiliate and dependent 
companies with the rights of a legal entity. 
The Company may have subsidiaries and dependent business 
companies with legal personality. 
Equally challenging are the synonyms: member, subscriber, shareholder/holder, incorporator in the meaning of 
ɭɱɪɟɞɢɬɟɥɶ ɨɛɳɟɫɬɜɚ. The chosen for translation term incorporator seems to be ambiguous due to different rules 
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of registering a company under common and civil laws, however, any other term mentioned above can communicate 
the meaning of the Russian term.
Other incorrect terms and phrases involve: present the documents for the state registration – file/serve/produce 
documents for state registration; participant of the Company – member of the Company; participate in the 
Company’s affairs management – engage in administering the Company and some others.
4.4. Stylistic errors
The common stylistic errors are: a stylistic ineptitude for a specific text, mixture of styles, use of stamps, 
bureaucratic language; use of incorrect or bulky metaphors, lexical insufficiency/redundancy, and ambiguity. Below 
is the example of revising the sentence, which is obviously difficult to comprehend due to incorrect terminology,
nominalization and redundant wording:
Sentence translated from Russian Revised sentence 
The primary Company who had the right to give mandatory 
directions to the affiliated Company, shall be responsible in 
accordance with the affiliated company for the transactions 
made by the latter for fulfilment of such directions. 
The parent company, which was entitled to give the 
subsidiary company instructions obligatory for it, shall be
jointly liable with the subsidiary for transactions concluded by 
the latter pursuant to such instructions. 
4.5. Syntactic errors
Syntactic mistakes in the legal text lead to syntactic ambiguity. The logical import of a statement is often 
determined by close interaction of words and syntax; syntactic ambiguity can easily produce ambiguity of 
meaning of the entire sentence. It arises not from the range of meanings of single words, but from the position 
of the words in sentences (and often from interpretation of the structural words expressing relationships 
between the words). The words in a document should be construed in their context as part of the integral text 
rather than in their strict etymological sense or their popular meaning apart from that context. In the example 
below the connection between the words forming a logical pair (owner – money) is broken, as a result clarity 
and logical smoothness are heavily affected.
Sentence translated from Russian Revised sentence 
The Company is the owner of the property belonging to it and money 
and is liable for its obligations by its own property. 
The Company is the owner of any property and funds belonging to 
the Company and shall be liable for its obligations with all its 
property. 
4.6. Too lengthy sentences and passive voice
Legal English is heavily criticized for its bulky sentences; lack of punctuation adds to confusion and difficulty to 
grasp the logic of the document. Redundant passive constructions is another hazard for the reader. Passive forms are 
always more difficult to follow than the active forms because they reverse the logical sentence structure, compare: A 
call shall be deemed to have been made at the time when the resolution of the directors authorizing the call was 
passed and may be required to be paid by installments. Though grammatically correct, this sentence is difficult to 
comprehend, thus needs revising.
In conclusion, we would like to emphasize that editing and revising is the work that often takes more time, 
efforts, knowledge and skills than drafting of legal texts. It is more so when referred to translations in cross-legal 
and cross-cultural environments because the editor/reviser has to check, re-check and again re-check many things, 
including content (relevant and equivalent terminology, correspondence in structure, form and format of the 
document, its coherence, logic and flow) and language (grammar, syntax, style, phraseology and punctuation). 
Being in the focus of practice-oriented linguists/lawyers, these interdisciplinary issues comprise the key challenges 
in quality translation, editing and revising of legal instruments; they demand skills, which can only be acquired 
through vast experience and continuous learning.
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